Singles competition
1. Ethan Hillis (WASHUM) def. Kronenberg, Jed (PPM) 6-3, 6-0
2. Bernardo Neves (WASHUM) vs. Gearou, Josh (PPM) 6-1, 4-4, unfinished
3. Daniel Li (WASHUM) vs. Bellet De Giacomoni (PPM) 6-7, unfinished
4. Benjamin vander Sman (WASHUM) def. Gearou, Sam (PPM) 6-2, 6-3
5. J.J. Kroot (WASHUM) vs. Comadena, Jansen (PPM) 3-6, 4-3, unfinished
6. Hirsohn, Quinn (PPM) def. Luke McClelland (WASHUM) 6-3, 6-2

Doubles competition
1. Konrad Kozlowski/Radha Vishnubhotla (WASHUM) def. Gearou, Josh/Bellet De Giacomoni (PPM) 8-6
2. Sam Komis/Benjamin vander Sman (WASHUM) def. Kronenberg, Jed/Comadena, Jansen (PPM) 8-4
3. Ethan Hillis/Bernardo Neves (WASHUM) def. Bicks, Avery/Stark, Charlie (PPM) 8-5

Match Notes
Pomona-Pitzer 4-4; National ranking #12
WashU 5-3; National ranking #9
Order of finish: Doubles (2,3,1); Singles (1,6,4)
2019 ITA National Indoor Championships - Third-Place Match
Washington is seeded fourth; Pomona-Pitzer is seeded sixth
Wash U. finishes in 3rd place; Pomona-Pitzer finishes in 4th place